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Abstract

English. Distributional semantics ap-
proaches have proven their ability to en-
hance the performance of overlap-based
Word Sense Disambiguation algorithms.
This paper shows the application of such
a technique to the Italian language, by
analysing the usage of two different Dis-
tributional Semantic Models built upon
ItWaC and Wikipedia corpora, in con-
junction with two different functions for
leveraging the sense distributions. Results
of the experimental evaluation show that
the proposed method outperforms both the
most frequent sense baseline and other
state-of-the-art systems.

Italiano. Gli approcci di semantica dis-
tribuzionale hanno dimostrato la loro ca-
pacità nel migliorare le prestazioni degli
algoritmi di Word Sense Disambiguation
basati sulla sovrapposizione di parole.
Questo lavoro descrive l’applicazione di
questa tipologia di tecniche alla lin-
gua italiana, analizzando l’utilizzo di
due diversi Modelli di Semantica Dis-
tribuzionale costruiti sui corpora ItWaC
e Wikipedia, in combinazione con due
diverse funzioni che sfruttano le dis-
tribuzioni dei significati. I risultati della
valutazione sperimentale mostrano la ca-
pacità di questo metodo di superare le
prestazioni sia della baseline rappresen-
tata dal senso più comune che di altri sis-
temi a stato dell’arte.

1 Introduction

Given two words to disambiguate, Lesk (1986) al-
gorithm selects those senses which maximise the
overlap between their definitions (i.e. glosses),
then resulting in a pairwise comparison between

all the involved glosses. Since its original formula-
tion, several variations of this algorithm have been
proposed in an attempt of reducing its complex-
ity, like the simplified Lesk (Kilgarriff and Rosen-
zweig, 2000; Vasilescu et al., 2004), or maximiz-
ing the chance of overlap, like in the adapted ver-
sion (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002). One of the
limitations of Lesk approach relies on the exact
match between words in the sense definitions. Se-
mantic similarity, rather than word overlap, has
been proposed as a method to overcome such
a limitation. Earlier approaches were based on
the notion of semantic relatedness (Patwardhan et
al., 2003) and tried to exploit the relationships
between synsets in the WordNet graph. More
recently, Distributional Semantic Models (DSM)
have stood up as a way for computing such se-
mantic similarity. DSM allow the representation
of concepts in a geometrical space through word
vectors. This kind of representation captures the
semantic relatedness that occurs between words
in paradigmatic relations, and enables the compu-
tation of semantic similarity between whole sen-
tences. Broadening the definition of semantic re-
latedness, Patwardhan and Pedersen (2006) took
into account WordNet contexts: a gloss vector is
built for each word sense using its definition and
those of related synsets in WordNet. A distribu-
tional thesaurus is used for the expansion of both
glosses and the context in Miller et al. (2012),
where the overlap is computed as in the original
Lesk algorithm. More recently, Basile et al. (2014)
proposed a variation of Lesk algorithm based on
both the simplified and the adapted version. This
method combines the enhanced overlap, given by
the definitions of related synsets, with the reduced
number of matching that are limited to the con-
textual words in the simplified version. The eval-
uation was conducted on the SemEval-2013 Mul-
tilingual Word Sense Disambiguation task (Nav-
igli et al., 2013), and involved the use of BabelNet
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(Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) as sense inventory.
While performance for the English task was above
the other task participants, the same behaviour was
not reported for the Italian language.

This paper proposes a deeper investigation of
the algorithm described in Basile et al. (2014) for
the Italian language. We analyse the effect on
the disambiguation performance of the use of two
different corpora for building the distributional
space. Moreover, we introduce a new sense dis-
tribution function (SDfreq), based on synset fre-
quency, and compare its capability in boosting the
distributional Lesk algorithm with respect to the
one proposed in Basile et al. (2014).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides details about the Distributional
Lesk algorithm and DSM, and defines the two
above mentioned sense distribution functions ex-
ploited in this work. The evaluation, along with
details about the two corpora and how the DSM
are built, is presented in Section 3, which is fol-
lowed by some conclusions about the presented
results.

2 Distributional Lesk Algorithm

The distributional Lesk algorithm (Basile et al.,
2014) is based on the simplified version (Vasilescu
et al., 2004) of the original method. Let
w1, w2, ...wn be a sequence of words, the algo-
rithm disambiguates each target word wi by com-
puting the semantic similarity between the glosses
of the senses associated to the target word and its
context. This similarity is computed by represent-
ing in a DSM both the gloss and the context as the
sum of the words they are composed of; then this
similarity takes into account the co-occurrence ev-
idences previously collected through a corpus of
documents. The corpus plays a key role since the
richer it is the higher is the probability that each
word is fully represented in all its contexts of use.
Finally, the correct sense for a word is selected by
choosing the one whose gloss maximizes the se-
mantic similarity. Despite the use of a Semantic-
Space for computing the similarity, still the sense
description can be too short for a meaningful com-
parison with the word context. Following this ob-
servation, we adopted an approach inspired by the
adapted Lesk (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002), and
we decided to enrich the gloss of the sense with
those of related meanings, duly weighted to re-
flect their distances with respect to the original

sense. As sense inventory we choose BabelNet
1.1, a huge multilingual semantic network which
comprises both WordNet and Wikipedia. The al-
gorithm consists of the steps described as follows.

Building the glosses. We retrieve the set Si =
{si1, si2, ..., sik} of senses associated to wi by
firstly looking up to the WordNet portion of Ba-
belNet, then if no sense is found we seek for
senses from Wikipedia, since probably the word
is a named entity. This strategy was selected af-
ter tuning our system. For each sense sij , the al-
gorithm builds the extended gloss representation
g∗ij by adding to the original gloss gij the glosses
of related meaning retrieved through the BabelNet
function “getRelatedMap”, with the exception of
“antonym” senses. Each word in g∗ij is weighted
by a function inversely proportional to the dis-
tance d between sij and the related glosses where
the word occurs. Moreover, in order to empha-
size more discriminative words among the differ-
ent senses, we introduce in the weight a varia-
tion of the inverse document frequency (idf ) for
retrieval that we named inverse gloss frequency
(igf ). The igf for a word wk occurring gf∗k times
in the set of extended glosses for all the senses
in Si, the sense inventory of wi, is computed as
IGFk = 1 + log2

|Si|
gf∗

k
. The final weight for the

word wk appearing h times in the extended gloss
g∗ij is given by:

weight(wk, g
∗
ij) = h× IGFk ×

1

1 + d
(1)

Building the context. The context C for the
word wi is represented by all the words that oc-
cur in the text.

Building the vector representations. The con-
text C and each extended gloss g∗ij are represented
as vectors in the SemanticSpace built through the
DSM described in Subsection 2.1.

Sense ranking. The algorithm computes the co-
sine similarity between the vector representation
of each extended gloss g∗ij and that of the context
C. Then, the cosine similarity is linearly com-
bined with a function which takes into account the
usage of the meaning in the language. In this paper
we investigate the two functions described in Sub-
section 2.2. The output of this step is a ranked list
of synsets. The sense with the highest similarity is
selected.
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2.1 Distributional Semantics
Distributional Semantic Models are a means for
representing concepts through vectors in Seman-
tic (or Word) Spaces. Building the SemanticSpace
only requires the analysis of big amounts of text
data in order to collect evidence about word us-
age in the language in a complete unsupervised
method. These methods rely on the construction
of a word-to-word matrix M , which reflects the
paradigmatic relations between words that share
the same contexts, e.g. between words that can
be used interchangeably. In this space, the vec-
tor proximity expresses the semantic similarity be-
tween words, traditionally computed as the cosine
of the angle between the two word-vectors. More-
over, the concept of semantic similarity can be ex-
tended to whole sentences via the vector addition
(+) operator. A sentence can always be repre-
sented as the sum of the word vectors it is com-
posed of. Then, vector addition can be exploited
to represent both the extended gloss and the target
word context in order to asses their similarity.

2.2 Sense Distribution
We analyse two functions to compute the proba-
bility assigned to each synset. The first one has al-
ready been proposed in the original version of the
distributional Lesk algorithm (Basile et al., 2014),
the second one is based on synset frequency. It
is important to point out that many synsets in Ba-
belNet refer to named entities that do not occur
in WordNet. In order to compute the probability
of these synsets using a synset-tagged corpus we
try to map them to WordNet and select the Word-
Net synset with the maximum probability. If no
WordNet synset is provided, we assign a uniform
probability to the synset.

Distribution based on conditional probability
(SDprob). We define the probability p(sij |wi)
that takes into account the sense distribution of sij
given the word wi. The sense distribution is com-
puted as the number of times the word wi is tagged
with the sense sij in a sense-tagged corpus. Zero
probabilities are avoided by introducing an addi-
tive (Laplace) smoothing. The probability is com-
puted as follows:

p(sij |wi) =
t(wi, sij) + 1

#wi + |Si|
(2)

where t(wi, sij) is the number of times the word
wi is tagged with the sense sij .

Distribution based on frequency (SDfreq). We
compute the probability p(sij) of a meaning sij
in a tagged corpus. The frequency is computed
by taking into account all the occurrences of the
whole set of meanings assigned to the word wi.
Given Si, the set of the k possible meanings of wi,
the frequency of each sij in Si is computed as:

p(sij) =
t(sij) + 1∑l

k=1(t(sik)) + |Si|
(3)

where t(sij) are the occurrences of sij in the
tagged corpus.

3 Evaluation

The evaluation is performed using the dataset pro-
vided by the organizers of the Multilingual WSD
(Task-12) of SemEval-2013 (Navigli et al., 2013),
a traditional WSD all-words experiment where
BabelNet is used as sense inventory. Our evalu-
ation aims at: 1) analysing the algorithm perfor-
mance changes in function of both the two synset
distribution functions and the corpus used to built
the DSM; 2) comparing our system with respect to
the other task participants for the Italian language.

System Setup. Our algorithm1 is developed in
JAVA and exploits the BabelNet API 1.1.12. We
adopt the standard Lucene analyzer to tokenize
both glosses and the context. The Semantic-
Spaces for the two corpora are built using propri-
etary code derived from (Widdows and Ferraro,
2008) which relies on two Lucene indexes, de-
noted as ItWaC and Wiki, containing documents
form ItWaC Corpus (Baroni et al., 2009) and the
Wikipedia dump for Italian, respectively. For each
corpus, the co-occurrence matrix M contains in-
formation about the top 100,000 most frequent
words. Co-occurrences are computed by taking
into account a window of 5 words. M is built by
using Random Indexing and by setting a reduced
dimension equal to 400 and the seed to 10. Sense
distribution functions are computed over Multi-
SemCor (Bentivogli and Pianta, 2005), a paral-
lel (English/Italian) sense labelled corpus of Sem-
Cor. Since BabelNet Italian glosses are taken from
MultiWordNet, which does not contain glosses for
all the synsets, we replaced each missing gloss
with the other synonym words that belong to the

1Available on line: https://github.com/
pippokill/lesk-wsd-dsm

2Available on line: http://lcl.uniroma1.it/
babelnet/download.jsp
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Table 1: Comparison between DSMs with different Sense Distribution functions.

Run DSM SenseDistr. P R F A

MFS - - 0.572 0.572 0.572 -
ItWaC ItWaC - 0.614 0.613 0.613 99.73%
Wiki Wiki - 0.596 0.594 0.595 99.73%
ItWaCprob ItWaC SDprob 0.732 0.730 0.731 99.73%
ItWaCfreq ItWaC SDfreq 0.718 0.716 0.717 99.73%
Wikiprob Wiki SDprob 0.703 0.700 0.701 99.73%
Wikifreq Wiki SDfreq 0.700 0.698 0.699 99.73%

synset. The gloss term scoring function is always
applied, since it provides better results. The synset
distance d used to expand the gloss is fixed to 1
(the experiments with a distance d set to 2 did not
result in any improvement). The sense distribu-
tion is linearly combined with the cosine similarity
score through a coefficient set to 0.5. Using only
sense distribution to select a sense is somehow
similar to the most frequent sense (MFS) tech-
nique, i.e. the algorithm always assigns the most
probable meaning. The MFS reported in Table 1
and Table 2 is the one computed by the task orga-
nizers in order to make results comparable. Eval-
uation is performed in terms of F measure.

Results of the Evaluation. Table 1 shows the
results obtained by the distributional Lesk algo-
rithm on the Italian language by exploiting differ-
ent corpora and sense distribution functions. It is
well known that the MFS approach obtains very
good performance and it is hard to be outper-
formed, especially by unsupervised approaches.
However, all the proposed systems are able to out-
perform the MFS, even those configurations that
do not make use of sense distribution (ItWaC and
Wiki). With respect to DSM, ItWaC corpus con-
sistently provides better results (ItWaC vs. Wiki,
ItWaCprob vs. Wikiprob, and ItWaCfreq vs. Wik-
ifreq). By analysing the sense distribution func-
tions, the best overall result is obtained when
the SDprob function is exploited (ItWaCprob vs.
ItWaCfreq), while there are no differences be-
tween SDprob and SDfreq in the DSM built on
Wikipedia (Wikiprob vs. Wikifreq).

Table 2 compares the two systems built on the
ItWaC corpus, with and without the sense dis-
tribution (SDprob), to the other task participants
(UMCCDLSI2, DAEBAK!, GETALPBN) (Nav-
igli et al., 2013). Moreover, we report the results
of Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014) and UKB (Agirre et
al., 2010), which hitherto have given the best per-

Table 2: Comparison with other systems.

System F

ItWaCprob 0.731
UKB 0.673
Babelfy 0.666
UMCC-DLSI-2 0.658
ItWaC 0.613
DAEBAK 0.613
MFS 0.572
GETALP-BN 0.528

formance on this dataset. While the system with-
out sense distribution (ItWaC) is over the base-
line but still below many task participants, the run
which exploits the sense distribution (ItWaCprob)
always outperforms the other systems.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed an analysis for the Italian lan-
guage of an enhanced version of Lesk algorithm,
which replaces the word overlap with distribu-
tional similarity. We analysed two DSM built over
the ItWaC and Wikipedia corpus along with two
sense distribution functions (SDprob and SDfreq).
The sense distribution functions were computed
over MultiSemCor, in order to avoid missing ref-
erences between Italian and English synsets. The
combination of the ItWaC-based DSM with the
SDprob function resulted in the best overall result
for the Italian portion of SemEval Task-12 dataset.
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